As part of the Foundation’s efforts to inspire and support community innovation across the region, and in response to grantee and community interest in learning from each other, we would like to share publicly how you are using the Bush Prize grant and what you are learning as a result of winning the Prize. We will be posting a few of your answers to the questions below on our website. You may mark answers as confidential, however, experiencing and learning from successes and failures is an important part of the innovation process and something we hope you will consider sharing with us and the broader community.

**Instructions:** Please put an X in the left box of any answer you want kept confidential; the right box will expand to accept your answer. Please keep your answer to 200 words maximum.

- What, if anything, has changed in or for your organization as a result of winning the Bush Prize?

- What role or influence, if any, has winning the Bush Prize played in helping your organization impact your field?

- What do you hope to accomplish with the Bush Prize grant funds?

- How have you spent the Bush Prize grant funds so far?

- If you have remaining grant funds, how do you plan on spending them?

**Financial Report**

Please attach a simple report of expenses to date.